Series Outline

1. Budgets and Planning Photograph Collection
Detailed Description of the Collection

1. Budgets and Planning Photograph Collection

1. Composite aerial photograph of campus and Corvallis, June 24, 1984
2. Bandstand Removal, 1963 [The identifier P200:002 has been assigned to a set of 55 prints. Depicted in this set is the removal of the roof portion of the bandstand and demolition of the columns and base.]
3. Buxton Hall Roof Flashing Damage, 1962 [The identifier P200:003 has been assigned to a set of 13 photographs depicting damages to the roof of Buxton Hall caused by flashing.]
4. Campus Perspective Map Update, 1981 [The identifier P200:004 has been assigned to a set of 47 photographs. Depicted in this set are images of areas of new construction on and around campus, campus buildings, Coleman Field, and surrounding neighborhoods and facilities.]
5. Cordley Hall: Original Building, 1957 [The identifier P200:005 has been assigned to a set of 23 photographs. Depicted in this set are images of the original building, various laboratories within the building, damages to columns within the building and equipment damage.]
6. Cordley Hall: First Addition, 1965-1967 [The identifier P200:006 has been assigned to a set of nine photographs. Depicted in this set are images of different stages in the construction of the Cordley Hall addition.]
7. Cordley Hall: First and Second Additions, ca. 1970
8. Dearborn Hall, 1952-1958 [The identifier P200:008 has been assigned to a set of 13 photographs. Depicted in this set are images of the exterior and interior of the building, window fenestrations and equipment and machinery housed in the building.]
9. Gill Coliseum, 1948-1958 [The identifier P200:009 has been assigned to a set of 53 prints, 21 slides and 35 negatives. Depicted in this set are images of the Gill Coliseum site prior to the start of construction, various views of the structure throughout construction (interior and exterior), a graduation ceremony and other events, offices, classrooms and detail shots of the bleachers.]
10. Heating Plant Boiler No. 5, ca. 1940 [The identifier P200:010 has been assigned to a set of six photographs and six negatives. Depicted in this set are images of the boiler from different view points as well as men working and sitting around it.]
11. Home Economics Auditorium, ca. 1953 [The identifier P200:011 has been assigned to a set of four photographs. Depicted in this set are images of the exterior of Milam auditorium viewed from its different sides.]
12. Library-Groundbreaking and Construction, 1962 [The identifier P200:012 has been assigned to a set of 17 photographs. Depicted in this set are images of Wm. Carlson, Director of Libraries; R.A. Adams, Director of Physical Plant; M. Popovich, Dean of Administration; and B. King Martin, Architect at the ground breaking.
ceremony. Also depicted are images mainly of the construction of the first floor of the new library, specifically the laying of rebar.]

13. Weniger Hall (Physics and Chemistry Building), ca. 1980 [The identifier P200:013 has been assigned to a set of 4 illustrations of Weniger Hall.]

14. Poling Hall, 1956-1959 [The identifier P200:014 has been assigned to a set of 16 photographs and illustrations. Depicted in this set are images of architectural plans for the dormitory, building construction, the completed kitchen, study rooms and dorm rooms.]

15. Radiation Center, ca. 1964

16. Reed and Heckart Lodges, ca. 1965 [The identifier P200:016 has been assigned to a set of six photographs depicting various views of the exterior of the Lodges.]

17. Sackett Hall Construction, 1947-1948 [The identifier P200:017 has been assigned to a set of 24 photographs. Depicted in this set are images of the site before construction, the finished dormitory and the building at various stages of construction.]

18. Snell Hall, ca. 1940

19. Utility Tunnel, ca. 1940 [The identifier P200:019 has been assigned to a set of six photographs depicting the construction of the tunnel.]

20. Waldo Hall, ca. 1950 [The identifier P200:020 has been assigned to a set of two photographs depicting the exterior of Waldo Hall.]

21. West Hall, [The identifier P200:021 has been assigned to a set of five photographs and illustrations. Depicted in this set is an architectural drawing of West Hall and images of building construction.]

22. Photos used in handbooks or other publications, 1990-1992 [The identifier P200:022 has been assigned to a set of 48 photographs and 21 negatives. Depicted in this set are images of handshakes and other closeups of hands at work, a view of Benton Hall from Kerr Administration, keyboarding, door knobs, group meetings (possibly TQM), radiation safety and various campus views.]

23. Administrative Policies and Procedures, ca. 1990 [The identifier P200:023 has been assigned to a set of 11 photographs. Depicted in this set are images of Administrative Policies and Procedures manuals as well as Business and Administration Manuals.]

24. Budgets and Planning Staff, ca. 1990 [The identifier P200:024 has been assigned to a set of five photographs. Depicted in this set are images of Duane Faulhaber, Larry Janssen, Bruce Groll, Jacque Frost and Marilyn Kinman (Archives).]

25. Covered Bridge Ribbon Cutting, ca. 1991 [The identifier P200:025 has been assigned to a set of 22 photographs. Depicted in this set are images of the ribbon cutting ceremony for the covered bridge.]

26. Staff at Work, ca. 1990 [The identifier P200:026 has been assigned to a set of 22 photographs. Depicted in this set are images of Cindy Arbuckle, Joseph Majeski, Karen Meador, Marilyn Sarff and other unidentified staff members.]

27. Total Quality Management, ca. 1992 [The identifier P200:027 has been assigned to a set of 22 photographs. Depicted in this set are images of Total Quality Management Team meetings. Individuals labelled in these photographs include L. Edwin Coate, Lois deGeus, Frank Howard, Nancy Lee Howard and Chuck Peckham.]

28. Total Quality Management (TQM) Fair and Budgets and Management Staff, 1991 [The identifier P200:028 has been assigned to a set of approximately 100 photographs, negatives and contact sheets. Depicted in this set are images of from the TQM fair itself. Also included are images of staff members. Those identified are Bob Barnes, Bobbie Barnhouse, Gary Beach, Ed Coate, Duane Faulhaber, Jacque Frost, Bruce Groll, Ellen Hamill, Patty Helvie, Michael Holland, Larry Janssen, Larry Landis, Kate Lundberg, Allan Mathany, Karen Meador, Elizabeth Nielsen, Julie Oliver, Donna Paulson, Larry Puckett, Kristi Trask, Colene Voll, Susan Wheeler and Ed Zerylnick.]